BMike Mural Scavenger Hunt

We tried to make all the hints rhyme, but we ran out of time. The words in ALL CAPS will give you a clue, so try hard and do the best you can do!
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If you know what neighborhood this mural is near, you’re on the right TRACK
There’s a CHICKEN on Broad St that points around back
Past the SOUTHERN REP THEATER
You’ll find a good BOOK
But only If you make sure to look

Paul Pogba Mural
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This soccer star is at home on a GREENWAY,
Not too far away are FANS CHEERING
On a street NAMED for a city in Missouri,
Or better yet, a “saint” of Jazz
If you find these two murals,
I’ll be a fan of you!
“King Bolden’s Band”

That this mural is 3 stories high would make it the biggest building around
If it wasn’t in in such a BUSY PART of TOWN
The building its on is a real GEM, no wonder its near so many hotels
The mayor’s workplace is just a few steps away
My clue for the exact street: she was INCLINED to see this ART

“Survive”

Have you found Buddy Bolden’s Band?
If yes, then you are close to this painting
And the blue water WRAPS AROUND its building
All this searching might make one hungry
Good thing this mural is across from a GROCERY STORE
Here’s a street clue: a BARON is most of the name
When you’ve found this mural, you really are thriving at this hunt!
This mural in honor of Travis Hill is under a hill,
Well, maybe that's exTREME: more like under a highway
Which is held up by paintings of MUSIC
The street its on: Where is CLAY BORN?

If you have already found “Trumpet Black”,
you’ll find these Marching musicians a bit FURTHER BACK
on the VERY SAME road
Speaking of black, that's just how I like my COFFEE
When you find this mural, you'll be a STAR!
This mural is really new
On a corner of Montegut (pronounced Mon-tay-goo)
What’s the other street? Look to the CROWN
And don’t go too far after you find it,
look UP and not down,
you’ll see more art by BMike, and when you see THIS one:

Congratulations! You won!